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Key to this Presentation

= policy statements = action items

LAND USE (LU)

ENERGY (E)

HOUSING (H)

FACILITIES & 
SERVICES (CFS)

TRANSPORTATION (T)

EDUCATION (K-12)

NATURAL 
ENVIRONMENT (NAT)

BUILT 
ENVIRONMENT (BE)

HISTORIC 
PRESERVATION (HP)

ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT (ED)

These symbols represent:   LU NEWRelationship to an 
EXISTING element

A policy or action that is 
new, or has a new focus

And, these symbols 
identify how each action 
will be cross-referenced to 
a specific topic:   
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Our Plan for BTV Themes for Policies & Actions

Burlington is a small community that is a major growth center in Chittenden County and Vermont. It 
is also though a leader, addressing its current needs and embracing the future by utilizing innovative 
solutions that adhere to principles of environmental, economic, and social sustainability

Burlington is...

Burlington has a rich architectural legacy, set within an exceptional natural setting, which together 
provide the foundation for its vital economy, human-scale environment, and high quality of life. It will 
remain the core of a regional population, economic and cultural center, and will grow in a way that 
allows it to meet its current and future needs without compromising these celebrated characteristics

Burlington will grow in a way that is equitable for both its current and future residents. The city 
welcomes and embraces residents of diverse social, demographic, and economic backgrounds and
of all abilities. It is accessible, affordable, provides meaningful jobs for all skill levels, and robust 
opportunities for participation in decision-making. In particular, Burlington is part of a region that, 
together, shares in the responsibility of providing a diverse housing stock and a healthy job market.

Burlington is an open and welcoming community that evolves through the careful coordination of 
land use and development. This well-planned growth preserves, enhances, and fosters integrity 
within and among the city’s physical, social and environmental systems.

DYNAMIC

DISTINCTIVE

INCLUSIVE

CONNECTED
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Our Plan for BTV:

What is the Dynamic theme all about?

Being a regional nucleus and 
growth center in county

Meeting the basic needs of 
residents in a way that is 
environmentally, socially, 
and economically sound

Evolving in response to  new 
and chronic challenges, 

rather than being static at a 
point in time

Becoming a Net Zero 
Community

Adaptation and Resiliency to 
Climate Change

Economic Vitality

Being a leader of/center for 
innovation and problem 

solving

Diverse economic, housing, 
and transportation options

Burlington as a Dynamic City

Burlington is a small community that is a major growth center in Chittenden 
County and Vermont. It will continue to evolve, addressing its current needs and 
embracing the future by utilizing innovative solutions that are environmentally, 
economically, and socially sound. 

Management of public 
utilities and services 

(particularly capacity to 
support land use patterns)
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As a dynamic city, Burlington will...

1 Promote land use, development, housing, transportation and economic development 
policies and public improvements that support Burlington's role as a Regional 
Growth Center in Chittenden County. Specifically, target sustainable development 
activities into core areas of the city, including along major corridors, in downtown 
and neighborhood mixed use areas, and in enterprise districts.

Being a regional nucleus and 
growth center in county

Meeting the basic needs of residents 
in a way that is environmentally, 

socially, and economically 
sustainable

Evolving in response to  new and 
chronic challenges, rather than 
being static at a point in time

Becoming a Net Zero Community

Diverse economic, housing, and 
transportation options

Adaptation and Resiliency to 
Climate Change

Economic Vitality

Being a leader of/center for 
innovation and problem solving

LU 5
Strengthen the City Center District (CCD) with higher density, mixed-use 
development as part of the regional core while ensuring that it serves the needs of 
city residents, particularly those in adjacent neighborhoods

H 1
Encourage a healthier regional balance of affordable housing in each community, 
proximate to jobs and affording mobility and choice to low income residents

ED 1
Nurture sustainable development to provide for the city and its residents over the 
long term

ED 5
Invest in the necessary public improvements, particularly transportation, to 
strengthen the Downtown, both as a Regional Growth Center and as a city 
neighborhood

ED 6
Work with neighboring communities, regional agencies, and state government to 
promote land use and development policies that support Burlington's role as the 
Regional Growth Center

ED 6
Support sustainable development activities in targeted areas of the City, including 
the Enterprise Community, Neighborhood Activity Centers, the Pine Street Corridor, 
and the Downtown Waterfront.

Management of public utilities and 
services (particularly capacity to 

support land use patterns)

This policy statement is based on these existing policies:
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1.1 Advocate for and proactively support the development of additional 
housing at all income levels consistent with the regional Building 
Homes Together goal of 3,500 new housing units in Chittenden County 
by 2022. To meet this goal: consider regional land use approaches, 
reducing regulatory barriers and disincentives to new housing 
production, and utilizing underdeveloped and undeveloped properties 
in neighborhood mixed use and residential zoning districts.

1.2
Examine opportunities for allowing higher density, mixed use 
development, that is designed to support alternative transportation, 
along portions of the City's major corridors and transit routes, 
including  Pine Street, Shelburne Road, North Avenue, Main Street, 
Colchester Avenue, and Riverside Avenue.

1.3
Evaluate neighborhood mixed use areas to better understand the 
capacity of these areas to accommodate additional development.  
In some parts of the city, this may include a neighborhood master plan 
similar to planBTV: Downtown and Waterfront, while in others, it may 
simply evaluate the physical capacity of a group of properties for infill or 
redevelopment. 

Promote land use, development, housing, transportation and economic development policies and public improvements that support 
Burlington's role as a Regional Growth Center in Chittenden County. Specifically, target sustainable development activities into core 
areas of the city, including along major corridors, in downtown and neighborhood mixed use areas, and in enterprise districts.

NEW
Adapted from 

Housing Action 
Plan/ CCRPC

LU A LU D LU H

LU J LU L

LU A LU C

H E

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

1
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1.5 Evaluate the redevelopment potential, through sale or public-private 
partnership, of city-owned lands for mixed-use development to include 
housing. Priority sites include the Elmwood Avenue Parking Lot and the 
city-owned parking lot at Main Street and Winooski Avenue. 

1.6
Consider land use policy changes that would encourage the development 
of additional student housing and educational facilities and amenities 
on the higher-education institutions' campuses, particularly at the UVM 
Trinity Campus.

Prepare a comprehensive economic development strategy for the city. 
This strategy should identify Burlington's economic advantages relative 
to the region; what industries and businesses should be targeted in core 
areas of the city; strategies for recruitment, retention, and expansion of 
businesses; and workforce development priorities.

1.7

1.8 Continue to cleanup and redevelop brownfields, particularly in the South 
End and on the waterfront, to improve the environment, increase the tax 
base, create and retain jobs, and curb sprawl. The 2016 Brownfields Area 
Wide Plan identifies next steps for remediation and redevelopment of a 
number of brownfield sites in the South End.

H M

NEW Based on LU I

NEW Based on

ED D ED E

LU E

Promote land use, development, housing, transportation and economic development policies and public improvements that support 
Burlington's role as a Regional Growth Center in Chittenden County. Specifically, target sustainable development activities into core 
areas of the city, including along major corridors, in downtown and neighborhood mixed use areas, and in enterprise districts.

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

1

NEW Based on
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Being a regional nucleus and growth 
center in county

Meeting the basic needs of 
residents in a way that is 

environmentally, socially, and 
economically sustainable

Evolving in response to  new and 
chronic challenges, rather than 

being static at a point in time

Becoming a Net Zero Community

Diverse economic, housing, and 
transportation options

Adaptation and Resiliency to 
Climate Change

Economic Vitality

Being a leader of/center for 
innovation and problem solving

Encourage new land uses and housing designs that serve changing demographics 
and benefit from new technologies where appropriateBE 5

H 7
Encourage a wide range of housing options to meet different and changing needs of 
households with children, the elderly,  people with disabilities, and moderate- and 
low-income households

ED 3
Promote and support locally owned and controlled small businesses including home 
occupations appropriate to the character of the neighborhood

BE 11 Ensure building design and public amenities take into account Burlington's northern 
climate

Management of public utilities and 
services (particularly capacity to 

support land use patterns)

As a dynamic city, Burlington will...

2 Encourage a wide range of land uses and housing and non-residential development 
models that respond to and benefit from the different and evolving needs of 
households, new technologies, and changing environmental and economic factors.

This policy statement is based on these existing policies:
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2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

Examine the feasibility of public bonding for affordable housing 
preservation or for housing construction where appropriate, and work 
with housing advocates, agencies, and state and federal legislators 
to create new funding sources to support the creation of affordable 
housing.

Consider land use policy changes regarding short-term rentals that 
strike a balance between the homeowner benefits and preservation of 
long-term housing for Burlington residents.

Consider land use policy changes and/or programs that encourage the 
development of accessory dwelling units in low and medium density 
residential areas as a way to provide additional housing in existing 
neighborhoods, offset homeownership costs, and enable older adults to 
age in place. 

Continue to utilize stormwater best management practices and 
innovative techniques within new development, redevelopment, and 
parking.

H D H Q

NEW

NEW

NAT B NAT D

Encourage a wide range of land uses and housing and non-residential development models that respond to and benefit from the 
different and evolving needs of households, new technologies, and changing environmental and economic factors.

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

2

Statutory 
requirement & 

based on Housing 
Action Plan
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2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

Change zoning requirements regarding parking to "un-bundle" parking 
from housing development, including impact fee or payment-in-lieu 
options, elimination of minimum parking requirements in core areas of 
the city, or basing parking count on number of bedrooms.

Continue to monitor on-street, structured parking, and curb-size 
loading zone utilization city-wide, and assess what impact changes 
in rates of car ownership and alternative transportation usage, 
autonomous vehicle technology, and delivery methods and frequency 
have on this utilization. 

Develop an ordinance regarding green and high performing buildings 
that takes into account Burlington's climate and environmental 
priorities, that can be implemented by building owners and developers 
and can be reasonably monitored and enforced by the city. 

Ensure that zoning and building codes accommodate the evolving 
needs of commercial and industrial work spaces as these industries 
adapt to changing markets, product availability, production 
techniques, and sales and distribution methods. 

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Based on BE K

Based on 2011 
Transportation Plan 
& Housing Action 

Plan

Encourage a wide range of land uses and housing and non-residential development models that respond to and benefit from the 
different and evolving needs of households, new technologies, and changing environmental and economic factors.

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

2
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Being a regional nucleus and growth 
center in county

Meeting the basic needs of residents 
in a way that is environmentally, 

socially, and economically 
sustainable

Evolving in response to  new and 
chronic challenges, rather than 
being static at a point in time

Becoming a Net Zero Community

Diverse economic, housing, and 
transportation options

Adaptation and Resiliency to 
Climate Change

Economic Vitality

Being a leader of/center for 
innovation and problem solving

3

CFS 1

CFS 2

Make the most effective and efficient use of existing services, buildings, utilities, 
and facilities before adding new capacity or initiating new construction

Coordinate land use and development with the availability and capacity of public 
services, facilities, and utilities in order to ensure a high level of service

Management of public utilities and 
services (particularly capacity to 

support land use patterns)

As a dynamic city, Burlington will...

3 Coordinate land use and development with the availability and capacity of public 
services, facilities, and utilities to ensure a high level of service and mitigate hazards. 

This policy statement is based on these existing policies:
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3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

Implement policy, operational and capital improvements that will help 
the city become more resilient to natural, technological and societal 
hazards and mitigate the impact of these hazards.

Maintain grid reliability while working to leverage the electric grid to 
displace fossil fuel in the thermal and ground transportation sectors, 
as outlined in BED Tier 3 plan and BED Integrated Resource Plan

 Make use of existing buildings, facilities, and services before adding 
new capacity. 

Evaluate the zoning for public school sites in comparison to necessary 
capital improvements and projected needs of the district, and identify 
zoning changes necessary to enable existing schools and district 
properties to be renovated or redeveloped to meet future needs.

Estimate future school enrollments based on a combination of 
population, land use, and housing projections, and better estimate the 
potential impacts on school facilities as a result of new developments 
during the Technical Review Committee.

NEW

NEW

NEW

CFS

K-12 B K-12 E

Coordinate land use and development with the availability and capacity of public services, facilities, and utilities to ensure a high 
level of service and mitigate hazards. 

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

3
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Being a regional nucleus and growth 
center in county

Meeting the basic needs of residents 
in a way that is environmentally, 

socially, and economically 
sustainable

Evolving in response to  new and 
chronic challenges, rather than 
being static at a point in time

Becoming a Net Zero Community

Diverse economic, housing, and 
transportation options

Adaptation and Resiliency to 
Climate Change

Economic Vitality

Being a leader of/center for 
innovation and problem solving

Management of public utilities and 
services (particularly capacity to 

support land use patterns)

NEW
This policy was developed for the 2019 update with the goal of explicitly outlining an 
effort to reduce contributions to and adapt to the effects of climate change.

As a dynamic city, Burlington will...

4 Pursue projects and policies that will strengthen its built, natural, and social 
environments in order to be more adaptable to and resilient against the effects of 

This policy statement is based on these existing policies:
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4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

Develop a comprehensive education/outreach program to increase 
public awareness about the effects of global climate change on public 
health, the economy and the environment

Ensure building design and public amenities take into account 
Burlington's northern climate, and anticipated environmental hazards. 

Consider modifications or additions to the BED Integrated Resource 
Plan to include energy resource proximity to Burlington and land 
requirements as metrics for inclusion in the next plan. 

Establish a Sustainable Development Business Program, that builds 
upon the current efforts of BED within the commercial and industrial 
sectors, to provide information, education and resources to the 
business community regarding making their business practices 
and processes more environmentally friendly, energy efficient, and 
sustainable.

Continue to enforce and refine Natural Resource Overlay zones to 
protect flood and fluvial erosion hazard areas and mitigate risks to 
life, property, and public infrastructure. 

Statutory 
Requirement

NEW

NEW

NEW

Based on

ED C ED J

E H

Pursue projects and policies that will strengthen its built, natural, and social environments in order to be more adaptable to and 
resilient against the effects of climate change.

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

4

Built Env. and 
Natural Env. Policy 

Statements
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Being a regional nucleus and growth 
center in county

Meeting the basic needs of residents 
in a way that is environmentally, 

socially, and economically 
sustainable

Evolving in response to  new and 
chronic challenges, rather than 
being static at a point in time

Becoming a Net Zero Community

Diverse economic, housing, and 
transportation options

Adaptation and Resiliency to 
Climate Change

Economic Vitality

Being a leader of/center for 
innovation and problem solving

Management of public utilities and 
services (particularly capacity to 

support land use patterns)

E 1

E 2

E 4

Optimize overall energy efficiency, reduce energy requirements, and 
minimize the need for new energy resources on a city-wide basis

Continue to aggressively pursue the transition to renewable sources, 
co-generation, and district heating

Reduce transportation energy use by lessening reliance on drive-alone 
car trips, using more fuel-efficient vehicles, promoting increased transit 
use, and decreasing vehicle miles traveled

As a dynamic city, Burlington will...

5 Make tangible efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become a Net Zero 
Energy community.

This policy statement is based on these existing policies:
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5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

Develop a roadmap and public process to consider how to transition 
Burlington to a net zero energy city in the electric, thermal and 
ground transportation sectors.

Continue to participate in and support the Burlington 2030 District 
mission to reduce buildings' energy and water consumption and 
transportation emissions by 50% by 2030.

Regularly update the energy benchmarks for city buildings, to inform  
energy efficiency retrofits.

Continue BED work on improving energy efficiency in the commercial 
and industrial sectors as the largest consumers.

H DBased on 

E J

NEW

NEW

Make tangible efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become a Net Zero Energy community.

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

5
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5.5

5.6

5.7

Work with the City on permit reform that makes solar energy permitting 
more efficient and work to disseminate permit information to 
stakeholders and the public.

Continue work on feasibility to implement biomass-led district energy 
system to displace fossil fuel emissions in the heating sector.

Pursue reductions in CO2 emissions in the transportation sector, 
leveraging what has been accomplished through selection of renewable 
electric resources to help city pursue its Net Zero as a community goal. 
In particular, expand incentives for electric vehicles, buses, and bikes to 
include charging infrastructure at home and at work; attractive rates for 
electric vehicle charging in off-peak times; and solicit for innovative ways 
to continue to advance this goal.

NEW

Make tangible efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and become a Net Zero Energy community.

Supporting ACTION ITEMS: RELATED TOPIC (s)
RELATIONSHIP TO 
2014 MDP:

5

NEW

NEW
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Reorganizing BTV

dynamic

5
1.1

4321
1.2 1.3

1.4 1.5 1.6

1.7 1.8

2.1 2.2 2.3

2.4 2.5 2.6

2.7 2.8

3.1 3.2 3.3

3.4 3.5

4.1 4.2 4.3

4.4 4.5

5.1 5.2 5.3

5.4 5.5 5.6

5.7

distinctive

inclusive

connected


